Hi Skyler,

Attached is the updated worksheet. I will include this again when I send the letter with our recommendations that I am working on. Call if you have questions on this one.

mt
Bypass flow at Highway 96

- Q 96 10%Div
- Q96, 2.5snoDivCutoff
- "unimpaired"
Bypass Flow at Point of Diversion

Q, cfs

- "unimpaired"
- BypassPOD
- BypassPOD 2.5
- cfs at 96

1 - 10 Jun '61
19 Aug '61
28 Oct '61
Q, cfs

Q96, 1.5cfsCutoff

"unimpaired" diversion (w/1.5 cfs NoDivCutoff)

Q96, 2.5 noDivCutoff

Diversion, 2.5noDivCutoff

Consumptive requirement